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Abstract

Landeberg L.G. On some Meson Produotion Mechanisms and Selection
Criteria for Cryptoexotio States: IHEP Preprint 90-24. - Prot-
vino, 1990. - p. 12, figs. 5, refs.: 27.

Possible mechanisms of exotic meson produotion in exclusive
and quasiexolusive proton reactions with baryon exchange
of the p+N-*M, . + (NN). . . are considered. Fossibili-

ties to look for oarged 0(1480) mesons in such .processes, as
well as in the coherent reactions «~+(Z,A)-*C(1480) +(Z,A) in the
nuoleus Coulomb field are discussed. It is shown, that the Cou-
lomb produotion of 0(1480) meson will allow one to determine
the value for the branching ratio BR[C(1480)~-»<pit] essential for
the exotic interpretation of this hadron.

Аннотация

Ландсберг Л.Г. О некоторых механизмах образования мезонов и
критериях для выделения криптоокзотических состояний: - Протви-
но, 1990. - 12 с , 5 рис., библиогр.: 27.

Рассмотрены возможно механизмы образования экзотических
мезонов в эксклюзивных и квазивксклюзивных протонных реакциях с
барионным обменом типа P+N-»M______+(M)_,____). Обсуждаются

возможности поисков заряженных С(1480)~-мезонов в _ таких
процессах,а также в когерентной реакции w~+(Z, A)-»C(1480) +(Z,A)
в кулонрвском поле ядер. Показано, что кулоновское образование
С(1480) мезонов позволит определить значение парциальной веро-
ятности BR[C(1480) -»<ртс ], существенной для экзотической интер-
претации етого адрона.

Институт физики высоких энергий, 1990.



1. PROCESSES OF EXOTIC HADRON PRODUCTION
AND BARYON EXCHANGE MECHANISMS

One of the most Interesting and Important trends In modern
nadron spectroscopy Is the experimental search for exotic had-
rons: multlquark mesons and baryons(qqqq, qqqqq), hybrid states
with valent quarks and gluons (qqg.qqqg) or glueballs (gg,ggg).

The results of these experiments may пате far-going consequences
for the models of hadron structure and for the confinement
concept. During last years quite significant success has
been achieved In this field, which were discussed at recent
Conferences on Hadron Spectroscopy and Elementary Particle
Physics [1] (see also reviews [2-4]).

The existence of new relatively narrow exotic hadrons and,
first of all, of the particles with "hidden exotics"
(cryptoexotlc states) is as a rule connected with the notion of
a complicated structure of thsss objects. They can consist of
two colour parts, spatially separated from each other for In-
stance by a centrifugal barrier. In this case the decay of exo-
tic states with the production of color singlet hadrons will be
suppressed. Normal or even anomalously-narrow decay widths may
serve as a characteristics of these exotic particles, it
depends on the extent to which the decay Is suppressed, which,
in its turn, is connected with the final state decolourization
mechanism.

Succsess in the search for the exotic hadrons is greatly
determined by the proper choice of their production reactions,
where one may expect from some a priori considerations



more distinct manifestations of certain production mechanisms
of exotic particles as compared with the background processes.

Some of the most Interesting candidates for the exotic states
were observed In the charge exchange reactions к~р» M°n,
with a dominating slngle-pion exchange ( 0(1480) meson [51,
G(159O) meson [6], $,,(2010), ^,(2300), ^„(2340) mesons [7]).
he OZI suppressed processes for the M° mesons of a standard
type turn out to be very promlsslng. In the production
of cryptoexotlc states the OZI rule may strongly be broken
because of their complicated Inner structure, and namely this
violation Is a dynamic evidence of the exotic nature of the
relevant mesons.

Already quite long ago some of the models suggested that
exotic states might be produced In diffraction processes ( due
to the cryptoexotlc component of pomeron, see [3]). According to
modern notions, a pomeron excahnge Is a multlgluon process,
and It may lead to the production of hybrid or roultlquark
hadrons. No systematic studies of such exotic diffraction
processes have been carried out up to now. However It Is quite
possible that the baryon with a hidden strangeness N (1960)
observed In the JINR experiments, was produced Just owing to
such a diffraction mechanism [9].

The exotic states were also searched for In the reaction of a
non peripheral type, e. g., In the central collisions [10]
or In the experiments with higher momentum transfer It

1
! =

0.3-0.4 (GeV/c)
2
 - see [113.

In connection with exotic production experiments there were
many discussions about the possibilities of more effective
excitation of Inner colour degrees of freedom, at which exotic
multlquark or hybrid system can be formed In the processes with
large momentum transfers and, In particular, In the reactions of
the backward scattering, caused by baryon exchange (see, e.g.,
[12-14]). The production of exotic states In such processes is
expected to be characterized by the cross sections comparable
with those of ordinary particles. As an example of such a back-
ward scattering reaction we present the diagram for the hybrid
meson production In the process « N *> N'K (see flg.1) [14].
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Diagram of hybrid roe-
son production in
«N-interaotion with
baryon ezohange.

Several experiments were carried out on the search *or exotic

mesonlc states In the reactions with baryon exchange
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The upper limits for the cross sections of these processes

have been obtained to lie within the Interval from several nb

up to 250 nb ([15-17] and review [4]).

The data on backward production of a number of known mesonlc

states on backward elastic irp scattering and charge exchange

reaction (iTp* n«°) have also been obatlned. These data allow

one to make the following conclusions:

1. at fixed energies the cross sections for all two-particle

and quasl-two-particle processes with baryon exchange are quite

close;

2. at Е
я
~12 GeV these cross sections lie within the range

0.3-0.7 jxb, and with the energy growth they decrease according

to the law P^
2
,*

2
'

73
 (at lower energies this dependence is

much steeper: ^ ^ ъ *
7
^ '

However some experimental difficulties hinder a wide develop-

ment of searches for backward exotic meson production In pion

scattering. The thing is that in these processes mesons go back-

ward in the c.m.s. (fig.1), and hence in the lab system their



decay products hare a soft monnetum spectrum and wide angular
distribution. In the experiments with magnet spectrometers the
detection efficiency for such mesons Is not тегу high as a
rule. There Is also a problem with the Identification of the
decay products of masonic resonances In this case.

However one can overcome all these difficulties by studying
meson resonance production in the baryon exchange processes In
a proton beam in the reactions

p + p * M ° + (pp), (5)

* M* + (pn), (6)

* M+ + d. (7)

4-»

Pig. 2.
Diagram of hybrid me-
son production in pN-
interaotion with ba-
ryon exchange.

In this case the mesons produced will go forward and may

quite easily be detected. One may also demand a hard triggering

signal, enhanced with the requirement to detect two slow protons

In a special system, around liquid hydrogen target (for (5)).

When detecting reactions (5)-(7) one should carry out

experiments at not very high proton energies (10-20 GeV, as the

exclusive cross sections with baryon exchange decrease rather

rapidly with the growth of the primary energy.

For the normalization of the cross sections for processes

(5)-(7) one can use the data on the reactions

p + p * d + ic
+
 (8)

* d +
 P

+
 (9)



which will also proceed with baryon exchange (see fig.3). The

corresponding cross sections were measured In the experiments

with the CERN precision magnet spectrometer at the Initial

momentum P - 21.1 GeV/c and they are equal to a(pp*dii:
+
)='

=(15.1±1.5) nb and a(pp *dp
+
)=(15.9±2.4) nb [19]. Approximately

the same value Is true for the cross section of the process pp *

*dA
2
 (A

1
). If one takes Into consideration that p and n fusion

Into dueteron leads to the decrease of the cross section more

than by an order of magntlude («rather 10
s
 times, see [201),then

for reactions (5) and (6) at 20 GeV the expected cross sections

may be sufficiently large (0.2-1) цЬ. This opens very Interest-

Ing opportunities In searching for exotic mesons In the proces-

ses with baryon exchange. It Is quite difficult to determine

the energy dependence of cross sections (8) In the range of high

. ГэВ/с>

Fig.3.
Deuteron spectrum in
the reaction with ba-
ryon exchange p+p-»d+X
at primary momentum
P

p
 = 21.5 GeV/o [19]

and emission angle
a = 40 mrad (in lab.
system); x-baokground
from the hydrogen
target walls.
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energies, since for this reaction In addition to [191 one has

only the data at P_<5 GeV/c, I.e., In the region peculiar for

a sharp cross section decrease. In the region of P
p
>10-12 GeV/c

the decrease of the cross section with energy In the baryon

exchange reactions seems to become slower. (Me can state now,

that at large energies a(pp • dit
+
)~ Р^ъ'

5
 ~

4
* *

 A
 similar

behaviour may be expected for (5)-(7).

Nevertheless the search for exotic roeaonlc states In the

baryon exchange processes may be realised at even higher

proton energies ( which In a number of cases Is of a considerable

Interest, since It allows one to Identify more precisely

secondary particles and mesons under Investigation). In the

baryon exchange processes of an Inclusive type In the bottom

vertex ( see fig. 4)

P + N * И

when all admissible states for the dlbaryon system are sunned

up, the cross sections may very weakly depend on the lnltal

energy EL. At sufficiently high energy E_ secondary particles

from the bottom and top vertices for diagram of fig.4 will be

quite effciently separated In their rapidities. Therefore In

studying mesonic resonances, produced in the top vertex the

inclusive character of the reaction in the bottom vertex does

not create undesirable combinatorial background (we shall call

such processes quasiexcluslve ones). For the reactions of

type (10) one may expect the cross section of hund-

reds of nanobarrns. In this case the search for exotic mesons in

quasiexcluslve processes (10)will be rather promisslng.

« 4.
Baryon exchange of quasi-exclusi-
ve type (inclusive over the lower
vertex - see (10)).

As it follows from the analysis of the fast deuteron spectrum

In pp interactions in [19] (see flg.3b), a nonresonance



background In the region of the spectrum tall, corresponding to

the quaslexcluslve reactions p+p»d+X (p
d
>20 GeV/c; M^I.5 GeV)

Is Indeed by an order of magntlude higher than the contribution

from two-particle processes (8) and (9), and It seems to confirm

a possibility to use quaslexclusive reactions with baryon

exchange (10) In the search for exotic resonances. A more

detailed check of the considerations given above about the cross

section of the processes of quasiexclusive type and about their

weak energy dependence may be realized in the study of simple

charge exchange reactions with baryon exchange

77
 V

N

P + N * ? forward + ^ot.vertex
! о

or In the reaction

! о
*• чс у *• 3y

(here д
+ +
 exchange is selected).

Рог processes (11)-(13) a trigger at the level 10"
5
 can

easily be worked out ( charge exchange with a large energy

deposition In the electromagnet calirlaeter). Investigations of

this type are now being realized on the SPHYNX facility using a

' 70 GeV proton beam of the ШЕР accelerator,,

2. ON SEARCH FOR CHARGED C(1480)-HSS0NS IN BARYON EXCHANGE

The study of the reactions of type (14) with д
+ +
 isobar

exchange opens new possibilities In search for the charged mem-

bers in the exotic isovector mesonic triplets [21,22]. Let us

consider as an example 0(1480) meson, which is a serious candi-

date for exotic hadrons. A neutral state belonging to this

iaotriplet, was observed In the experiments at the "LEPTON-P"

facility [22,23] In the charge exchange reaction



я р - С(1480)°П. (15)

The G(148O) meson is characterised by the following main

parameters: M
c
=(1480±40) MeV, Г

с
=( 130+60) MeV, J

p c
=1~, I

G
=I

+
.

At P =32.5 GeV/c cross section (15) is equal to (40+15) nb. The

exotic nature of the 0(1480) meson manifests Itself in a

strong coupling with the q>*
0
 channel [21 ]. Because of a great

importance of the exotics state problem it is of a considerable

interest to search for and to study charged partners of this

0(1480) meson. The results obtained In the experiments on the

SIGMA facility point to possible manifestations of 0(1480) In

the Inclusive reaction w~p • <ph~X ; <p *• JJ-+
K~ (under assumption,

that charged hadrons h" are iT mesone) [23]. Selection of the ?

mesons by their rare decay q> •• ц%Г (the probability is 2.5-10"*)

is connected with the difficulties in their identification in

hadron channels 1л the Inclusive reactions because of

combinatorial background.

It Is obvious that one needs more precise data on 0(1480)*

mesons, which might be obtained in the exclusive process

iTp - C(1480)"p. (16)

'-» 91c

In analogy with яГр • p~p, in reaction (16) there should be

OPE dominance (as for (15)), since the diffraction mechanism

does not work here because of the G-parity selection rule.

Therefore cross sections (15) and (16) should be of the same,

order and decrease with the energy growth as Е~
г
 . The

background situation for (16) should be much worse than for

(15), as the OZI-allowed background process *Tp •• KKiTp is of a

diffractive type. Thus its cross section has a lai^e value and

does not decrease with the growth of Initial energy E (contra-

ry to the charge exchange *~p * KK *°n). The background is par-

ticularly large when detecting cp-meson in the decay channel

<p • K
+
 S~. For the decay <p • К°к£ the background reduces

several times because of fixed charged parity of the к£к£ pair
(0= -I) In w~p *- к2к?я~р.

8



When usung proton reactions with л exchange one has a
possibility to look for the 0(1480)" mesons In the double-charge
exchange processe (see fig.4)

P + N

or at lower energies, In the exclusive reaction

P + N » 0(1480)^
o p i f | i r d

 + (д
+ +
 N ). (18)

The background conditions In these double-charge exchange pro-
cesses may be much better than In (16) . A similar situation may
take place for other exotic lsotx-iplets (e.g., for M(1405)~
see [21]).

3. 0(1480) HESONS IN ШОНЮМАаПЕПО PROCESSES

New data on the properties of the 0(1480) mesons may be
obtained from the selection of the coherent production of these
particles In the nuclei Coulomb field

*~ + (Z,A) •> 0(1480)" + (Z.A). (19)

'•> <p ie~

Possibilities to use the Coulomb production for the search
and study of exotic mesons, strongly coupled with W " channel
(see flg.5) were considered In [25], where It was stressed that
this precisely definite mechanism allowed one to carry out
more reliably the partial-wave analysis and to select new
mesons, as compared with the case of usual hadronic processes.

The cross section for reaction (19) turns out to be

proportional to the radiative width Г[С(1480)~**~тг], which In

the vector dominance model (VDH) has the form

Г[С(1480)-*~
7
] = [a/ (g*/*) 3(К

7
/К

ф
)

3
Г[0(1480)"-мр*"] =

= [o/(gJ/
K
)](K

T
/K

(p
)

3
r

c
BR[0(1480)"-

4
p«"] =

= [7.4.10
2
 keV]BR[0(1480)-^nt"]. (20)



Pig. 5.
Diagram of meson production in the
nucleus Coulomb field. Coherent
Coulomb production cross_ section
is proportional to Г(М~-ис~т). 7 is
a vector meson in VDH.

Here К ,K are photon and cp-meson momenta for the corresponding

decay channels of the 0(1480) meson, Г
с
*130±60 MeV is Its total

decay width, g
2
/* м 9 (constant of the 97 transition In VMC).

For the Coulomb production of (1480)*tpiTone has cross section

ВИ[0(1480)*ф

О 1С

. Г* [!t-t . !/t
a
]IF (t)!

2
dt.

it l
 m z

1
 min

1

Неге it. i=CM
s
 -m

a
3

2
/4E

2
, д = 1 -Ю"

3
 GeV

2
 (for Pb nuclei),

m i n с ic ic

F
z
(t) is the electromagnetic formfactor of the nucleus (Z,A).

From (20) and (21) for the lead target one may obtain

CT(0
 "* ** ^coulomb =

=
 Is

.5.10
3
 ць [BR(G(1480)*<pic")]

2
 at

.50 ̂ b [Br(0(1480)~-»(pic")3
2
 at Е

я
=50 GeV

For BR[C(1480) -црк]>0.1 these are quite large croas sections,

which exceed the 0(1480) production cross section In the"lepton

F" experiment. It should be stressed that the observation of

0(1480)~-»фк~1п the Coulomb production reaction allows one to

unambiguously determine the partial branching ratio

10



BRlG(U80)"'->(pic~}*
)
. If this branching Is large then It will be a

very Important argument In favour of the exotic Interpretation

of the С(1480) meson (see [21] and excudlng any possibility to

Identify It with ther rare p' meson decay. Though this p* mo-

del [261 does not allow to explain the main properties of the

0(1480) meson (see comments on It In 127]), still a further ana-

lysis of the problem seems to be very Important. Namely the

study of the Coulomb C(i480)~meson production in (19), rather

than the reaction e
+
e~-»C(1480)-e

+
e~ (as it was proposed

In [26]) may be a decisive experiment for the clarification of

the С(1480) meson nature.

The data on Br(C(2480)-»q>ic
o
) may also be obtained from the

study of the photo-production т+р-»С(1480)р, С(1480)-*ф«
о
, If

the OPE contribution can be singled out (see the discussion of

this problem in [23], where rather approximate limitation

ВЖС(1480)-*ф1с°]<0.4 has been obtained). However the analysis of

Coulomb production (19) is the most straightforward and reliable.

The author expresses his gratitude to F.E.Volkovltzkl,

A.B.Kaidalov, L.B.Okun'. T.Perbell and M.Ziellnskl for

simulating discussions.
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